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ABSTRACT
Processing embedded applications is essentially a tradeoff
between power and performance. Increasing level of complexity in present day microprocessor at the expense of more
power cell for different optimization methodologies at architecture level. The study of general characteristics of program execution phases gives insight to dynamically reconfigure or enable/disable additional resources on-demand basis.
This leads to significant amount of power saving with negligible or tolerable performance degradation. In this paper
we characterize execution of such programs into execution
phases based on their dynamic IPC profile. We show that
program execution of selected phases (based on IPC profile) can be dynamically boosted by activating additional
standby functional units which are otherwise powered down
for saving energy. Through simulation we show that speedup
ranging from 1.1 t o 1.25 can be achieved while reducing the
energy-delay product (EDP) for most of the media benchmarks evaluated.

is growing up. Additional resources, when incorporated into
the processor, increase the performance and also the power
dissipation. Runtime optimization techniques address both
performance and power based an certain characteristics of
the program executed. During our study of program behavior analysis, we find that there exists distinct, periodic
phases of execution cheracterized by IPC, Reorder Buffer
(ROB) occupancy, instruction issue rate, branch miss rate,
cache miss rate etc. All these parameters show B definite
pattern during execution when studied for a longer period of
time. Our simulations show that the EDP does not changes
significantly during the execution even though a speedup
of 10 to 20% is achieved by allocating additional functional
units at different phase of B program.

In our experiment with B four way issue superscalar processor we get average IPC just above 2, as shown in figure
1 for mpeg2decode benchmark. We observe that the pxgram phases are control dominated as it remains invariant
of the input data stream. In the figure each point in time
axis represents average IPC over an interval of 10,000 cycles.
1. INTRODUCTION
The average variation of IPC over total execution time for
Power dissipation and energy consumption are becoming
the benchmarks studied is from 40% to 68% of the commit
primary design concerns in both embedded System on a
width. There is significant amount of ILP(1nstruction Level
Chip (SoC) solutions and high performance processors. This
Parallelism) unutilized by the processor due to I B S O U I C ~conis primarily due t o clock rates and die sizes which are constraint andfor true data dependence. In this paper we study
stantly increasing with advances in technology scaling. P O W ~ I the effect on execution time and the EDP by scaling the
translates directly to heat which may lead to thermal runfunctional units and the instruction fetch window when the
6 away, junction fatigue, localized hot spots and other relidynamic IPC attains a value over some threshold during pr+
ability problems. New packaging techniques and separate
gram execution. Though the scaling of processor resources
cooling solutions may not be cost effective in SoC platforms
increases the power consumption, we find that the variation
consisting of multiple (possibly heterogeneous) processors.
in EDP is negligible
The design of complex systems involves analyzing the interaetion between different components of the system (bath
hardware and software) and their impact on power, perfor2. RELATED WORK
mance and area. It is becoming increasingly necessary to
There exists hardware and software profiling schemes to dyevaluate power and energy consumption at different stages
namically optimize programs during execution. In[2], the
of the design and make important decisions early in the deProfileMe approach taken by Dean et. al. provides hardsign process. Research in architectural level power optimiza,
ware support for out-of-order superscalar engine. Detection
tions aim at analyzing the impact of micrsarchitectural paof program hat spots hy using hardware detector is proposed
rameters (both resources and data dependencies) on power
by Matthew C. Martin et 01. in [3]. The hot spot detector
and performance and designing architectures that are power
identifies B group of frequently executed basic blocks and
aware. Runtime optimization of processor resources is b s
use8 the information to steer compiler to optimizations at
coming increasingly important from the perspective of power
runtime. An analysis of basic block distribution in [l)leads
aware processor architecture. With the increasing complexto an automated approach to identify a smaller subset of
ity of the application programs, the processing requirement
code which represents overall program characteristics. The
periodic behavior of, the program, observed in [I]actually
reflects the behavior of basic blocks that are frequently executed in B section of a code. In our work we identified difThis work i s partially supported by a research pmject f ”
ferent state of processor utilization by using dynamic IPC
Philips Research.
profile and imte rate and decision of resource allocation is
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parameters become effective only when we attempt t o dynamically change the number of resources based on available
parallelism. Though all base configumtion parameters can
he changed, we vary only the issue uridth and the number
of functional units in the extended configuration since I P C
is mainly affected by these parameters. In other words, the
processor configuration can be changed from base t o the extended configuration and viceversa with unused units being
gated with the cc3 policy. We use process parameters for a
.1@m process at 6OOMHz in all our simulations. We evaluate our ideas on a set of benchmarks from MiBeuch[lZ]. The
benchmarks used are adpcm, jpeg, mpegd encode/decode, and
mp3 encoding (lame). We compile the benchmarks with - 0 3
optimization, simulate them t o completion and use the standard inputs available in public domain.

taken at every different phase. Marculescu [6] propose a
mechanism to dynamically adapt t h e fetch and execution
bandwidth based on profile information at the basic block
level using a compiler based scheme. Brooks et al. [7] o b
serve that many modern processors are over-provisioned and
minimize power consumption in functional units by exploiting the fact t h a t the sizes of operands are usually small for
many programs. In this work, we borrow the concept of
dynamically turning onfoff resources t o compensate for the
throttling at fetch stage which tends t o inhibit performance.
~l

I

T a b l e 1: Processor parameters for base and e z t e n d e d
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s in our s i m u l a t i o n s .

I
F i g u r e 1: V a r i a t i o n of d y n a m i c IPC, n u m b e r ofFbB
entry a n d n u m b e r of i n s t r u c t i o n issued per cycle
w i t h time for m p e g e d e w d e u s i n g t w o different data
inputs
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Branch Predictor

1 int multjdiv (2 eztended)

(( 2 mem ports (4 extended)
I1 Combined, Bimodal 4K table

I

/I

2-Level 1K table, 10 bit history
4K chooser
BTB
256 entry, 2-way
Return address stack &entry
Mispredict penalty
3 cycles
L1 data cache
64K, 1-way, LRU
32B block, 1 cycle latency
L1 instruction cache I/ 64K. 1-wav. LRU
32B'hlock; '1 cycle latency
L2 cache
11 Unified, SlZkB, 4-way, LRU
32B block, 10 cycle latency
Memory
40 cycle first chunk latency
TLB
32 entry (itlb), 32 entry (dtlb),
Cway, 20 cycle miss latency

3. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
We use SimpleScalar3.0 [8] for the PISA instructions t o simulate a dynamically scheduled superscalar processor. For
power estimation we use Wattch [9], a performance and
power analysis simulation tool t h a t is built on top of Simplescalar. Just like other architectural power analysis tools,
Wattch relies on activity based power models t o estimate
power demands. It incorporates conditional clocking (a)
at
different levels. In one scheme of conditional clocking o p
tion a component consumes full power when accessed and
zero power when idle. In a more realistic scheme, a component consumes linearly scaled power based on its usage
and 10% of base power when idle. Wattch provides architecture researchers with enormous flexibility in designing
and tweaking various components to study various powerperformance trade-offs primarily because it is derived from
the SimpleScalar framework. T h e authors of Wattch compare their power estimate with other tools and claim an
accuracy t o within 10% of layout-level power tools. More
details on the working of Wattch and possible shortcomings
can he found in [lo] Ill] and [SI. Throughout this paper, we
use the cc3 style of clock gating provided by Wattch which
scales power linearly with unit usage. Inactive units still
dissipate 10% of its maximum power rather than drawing
zero power. This is more realistic in industrial clock-gated
circuits [SI.
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4. INTERACTION BETWEEN PROCESSOR
PARAMETERS
I t is practically impossible t o simulate all possible comhinations of a set of parameters t o estimate the interactions
between them. To evaluate the interactions between parameters we chose Plackett and Burman design t o limit the
number of simulation about the number of parameters considered [4]. This design is a two level fractional factorial
design for studying k = N - l variable in N runs where N is
a multiple of 4 [51. In P-B (Plackett-Burman) design all the
k parameters are varied simultaneously over N simulations.
An improvement over basic P-B design is fold-over P-B design which incorporates 2 N simulations. Table 2 shows a
smaller version of P-B design matrix with fold-over for k =
7, N = 8. A +1 value for a parameter indicates a high value
and -1 indicates t h e low value. T h e first row is a sequence
which is fixed for a given value of k. Row 2 t o row N-1 is
generated by circular right shift of the previous row. Row

Processor Model Parameters
Table 1 shows the parameters used for carrying out simulations. The base configuration parameters roughly match
those of a embedded processor. T h e extended configuration
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deliberately chosen to be slightly higher and lower than the
range of normal values. To assign a number corresponding

Parameters

Low
value

High
value

Rank
IPC

Rank
Power

vious section we identify the phase or state of the processor based upon dynamic I P C (averaged over 10,000 cycles).
Additional resources are powered on when the processor attains a state where it records IPC more t h a n P. Our study of
behavior of different programs based on IPC, average RoB
occupancy and average issue rate, shows t h a t these parameters exhibit discontinuity in their profile (see figure 1). This
behavior strengthen the scheme of selecting a threshold for
transition from one state of processor configuration t o another, The scheme for allocation of resources is as follows:
get.processorstate.id( ):
if
((processorstateJd == base) && dynamic-IPC > P)
switch .to-extendedstate;
else if

((procerwrzttate.id == extended) && dynamicJPC <Q)
rwitch.tto.baseztate:
When the processor is executing at the extended state the
humber of instructions in the ready queue should be higher
to provide adequate number of instructions t o the functional
units. Non availability of the ready instructions due t o true
dependence at this phase will leave the functional unit idle
and the power consumption will be more and hence the prccessor is switched over to the base configuration.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we analyzed the phased behavior of program to
determine the execution state of processor and quantify it in
terms of IPC and issue rate. Optimizations by incorporating resource scaling with stall a t pipeline stages, produced
improvement in E D P with speedup by 1.15 on average. Runtime optimization of execution speed and processing power
depends on efficient detection of program phases. Power,
which is an important design parameter, depends on the
instruction density in pipeline stages. Effective utilization
of resources minimize the occupancy of instruction in the
pipeline, In our scheme additional stalls clear the pipeline
congestion and on average 10% power can be saved with
negligible reduction in performance. Through this work we
establish the need for automatic identification of program
phases and corresponding micrc-architectural support t o o p
timize these program phases at runtime.
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